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QUESTION 1

You need to configure GitHub to use Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) for authentication. What should you do first? 

A. Create a conditional access policy in Azure AD. 

B. Modify the Security settings of the GitHub organization. 

C. Create an Azure Active Directory B2C (Azure AD B2C) tenant. 

D. Register GitHub in Azure AD. 

Correct Answer: D 

When you connect to a Git repository from your Git client for the first time, the credential manager prompts for
credentials. Provide your Microsoft account or Azure AD credentials. 

Note: Git Credential Managers simplify authentication with your Azure Repos Git repositories. Credential managers let
you use the same credentials that you use for the Azure DevOps Services web portal. Credential managers support
multi-factor authentication through Microsoft account or Azure Active Directory (Azure AD). Besides supporting multi-
factor authentication with Azure Repos, credential managers also support two-factor authentication with GitHub
repositories. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/set-up-credential-managers 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

Which package feed access levels should be assigned to the Developers and Team Leaders groups for the investment
planning applications suite? To answer, drag the appropriate access levels to the correct groups. Each access level
may 

be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Reader 

Members of a group named Developers must be able to install packages. 

Feeds have four levels of access: Owners, Contributors, Collaborators, and Readers. Owners can add any type of
identity-individuals, teams, and groups-to any access level. 

Box 2: Owner 

Members of a group named Team Leaders must be able to create new packages and edit the permissions of package
feeds. 
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QUESTION 3

You are developing an iOS application by using Azure DevOps. 

You need to test the application manually on 10 devices without releasing the application to the public. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Create a Microsoft Intune device compliance policy. 

B. Deploy a certificate from an internal certification authority (CA) to each device. 

C. Register the application in the iTunes store. 

D. Onboard the devices into Microsoft Intune. 

E. Distribute a new release of the application. 

F. Register the IDs of the devices in the Apple Developer portal. 

Correct Answer: BF 

B: Follow these steps to register the devices: 

Select the Register devices button. 

A dialog prompts for your username and password used in the Apple Developer portal. 

Once you sign in with your Apple username and password, App Center adds the unprovisioned devices to both your
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Apple developer account and the releases provisioning profile. Optionally you can upload a .p12 file to re-sign the app
and 

distribute it to the newly added devices. Read more on how to generate a .p12 file. 

F: Registering a device means making it part of the list of devices on the Apple Developer portal that can then be
included in a provisioning profile. Incorrect Answers: 

C: Only register the application in the iTunes store when it is ready for public release. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/appcenter/distribution/auto-provisioning 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You plan to use Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) to host containers deployed from images hosted in a Docker Trusted
Registry. 

You need to recommend a solution for provisioning and connecting to AKS. The solution must ensure that AKS is RBAC-
enaWed and uses a custom service principal. 

Which three commands should you recommend be run in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate commands from
the list of commands to the answer area and arrange them in the coned order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

Your company has multiple microservices-based apps that use the following tracing libraries: OpenTelemetry
OpenCensus OpenTracing 

Honeycomb 

Jaeger 

The company purchases an Azure subscription and implements Application Insights in Azure Monitor. 

You plan to centralize distributed tracing for the apps. 

You need to identify which libraries can integrate directly with Application Insights. 

Which two libraries should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct solution is worth one point. 

A. Honeycomb 

B. OpenTracing 

C. Jaeger 

D. OpenTelemtry 

E. OpenCensus 

Correct Answer: DE 

Explanation: 

You can use OpenTelemetry Collector to collect traces to send to AppInsights. Run OpenTelemetry Collector to push to
your Application Insights instance 

Track incoming requests with OpenCensus Python 

Incoming request data is collected using OpenCensus Python and its various integrations. Track incoming request data
sent to your web applications built on top of the popular web frameworks django, flask and pyramid. The data is then
sent 

to Application Insights under Azure Monitor as requests telemetry. 

Reference: 

https://docs.dapr.io/operations/monitoring/tracing/otel-collector/open-telemetry-collector-appinsights/ 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/opencensus-python-request 
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